Abstract. In the last decades, the wind energy became more attractive to Romania, and thus many resources are allocated to develop the energetic systems based on wind energy. In this work the performances of a variable-pitch vertical axis wind turbine were investigated using CFD (ANSYS Fluent). A computational methodology has been developed which uses the moving grid option offered by the ANSYS Fluent code, to evaluate amount of energy extracted from the wind. A transient simulation is done for fixed pitch and variable pitch vertical axis wind turbine using a k   SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model. Main parameters like moment coefficient C m , and power coefficient C P are investigated. The conclusion was that the variable-pitch vertical axis wind turbine has the best power coefficient at low/moderate tip speed ratio.
Theoretical background
Traditionally NACA 4-digits series have been employed for Darrieus-type VAWTs. The NACA0012 is almost used airfoil for H-type VAWT, but in the last time it shifted to thicker airfoil NACA0015, NACA0018 and NACA0022, for a fast starting [1] [2] [3] [4] . The present study focuses on the analysis of a VAWT with 2 blades using NACA0012 airfoil and / (2 ) 2 0.1/ (2 0.3) 0.33 Bc R       solidity. One feature of VAWT (H-type) is that the relative velocities perceived by the blade always change as the blade moves to different azimuthally positions, . The figure 1 illustrates typical flow velocities around a rotating VAWT blade at a given azimuthally angle , where the velocity U local represents the induced local velocity (a is the induction factor -it can be function of azimuthally angle). It should be noted that both the magnitude and the direction of the effective velocity (ideally flow) perceived by the blade, U eff , change in a cyclic manner as the blade rotates through different azimuthally angles. As a result, the aerodynamic loads exerted on the blade, change cyclically with . The variation of the incidence as a function of the azimuthally angle  is given by Eq. 1. 
where  is the angular velocity and N is the number of blades. 
Numerical investigation using CFD. Settings
The chosen model was 2 blades with NACA0012 airfoil and
solidity. Two configurations are investigated: one with fixed blades (M1, fixed pitch angle of 0 0 ) and another one with variable pitch angle of -10 0 to +10 0 (M2). Numerical investigations were performed for V  = 9 m/s wind speed. The figure 3 shows the geometry of the computational domain in configuration M1 and M2. The computational grid has about 400,000 mixed cells (quadrilateral and triangular) and this have been tested for the grid independence of the results. The same computational grid was used to start simulations for all cases. For the present study, unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) model is the suitable approach to perform simulations with an acceptable computational cost and, at least, reasonable accuracy. For computational simulations the Ansys Fluent code has been used [5] . Due to the incompressibility of the investigated flow, the unsteady pressure-based solver is chosen. All the governing equations for the solution variables, which are decoupled from each other, are solved sequentially and the SIMPLEC algorithm is applied as the pressure-velocity coupling algorithm. With respect to the discretization of the convection terms in the transport equations for the velocity and the turbulence quantities, second-order upwind schemes are utilized. The turbulence model used in the present work was k-SST (Shear Stress-Transport Turbulence Model). The numerical time step is based on the characteristic time flow ( 2 / / 360 t s     ); after three revolutions the solution became periodical. Figure 5 shown the velocity field in the rotor zone at azimuthal angles between 0 0 and 180 0 , for angular velocity of  = 15 rad/s (2.4 rev/s), corresponding to tip speed ratio of 0.5, in the left side VAWT with fixed pitch; and in the right side-VAWT with variable pitch [6] [7] [8] [9] . Figure 6 shown the aerodynamic moment relative to the axis of rotation. From this picture it can be observed that the moment of configuration M2 is greater than configuration M1 (without variable pitch) for low TSR, and for high TSR > 2.5, where the effective angle of attack is low on the blade, the variable pitch has a little effect over performances. 
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Conclusion
It is remarked that the variable pitch lead to augmented power coefficient at low TSR (about 5 times higher) and at TSR greater than 3 the performance of the two turbines tends to be equal. The VAWT requires a control law for pitch angle as function of TSR (to decrease  0 angle with increasing TSR). But, technical problems can appears regarding variable pitch, the usually solutions being pitch control with electric actuator (for each blade) or mechanical devices (system with cams).
